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Most texts on rural social work are written with a particular national
context in mind and rarely address an international readership, though,
of course, they may provide valuable information and ideas that can
be adapted to other settings. In contrast, this book draws upon a wider
range of international research, theory and practice in rural social work
with the aims of
establishing the diversity of rural practice contexts;
disselninating inforInatiol1 about interventions and tHodeIs of
practice in rural areas;
prOJlloting the developlnent and inclusion of rural perspectives in
practice for the education, recruitll1ent and deployment of rural
workers.
SOIl1e aspects of rural practice have been well researched but there are

areas where \;s.,'e lack enlpirical evidence and instead have to rely upon
theoretical speculation, descriptive accounts of practice and our own
personal observations. Accordingly, it is also our intention to point up
areas for future research and developl1lent.
This book is primarily written for those who practise and teach
social work in what might be called 'European-influenced' systems
of social service in predOluinantly industrial capitalist societies. That
is, the forms of social work found in Australia, Canada, the UK, the
US and most of the countries of Western Europe: countries where
there is a history of state and voluntary provision for persona] social
services and where there are well-established traditions of professional
social work education. These countries tend to have highly urbanised
populations clustered around large cities and towns. While the most
distant and renl0te rural areas may have suffered population decline,
in l11any of these countries substantial numbers relnain living in rural
areas. In SOBle countries there is evidence of counter-urbanisation
as increasingly affluent workers 1110Ve into the 11lore accessible rural
districts surrounding towns and cities. The United States of America
provides a striking example of the paradox of urbanisation and overall
population growth. The US Census Bureau (2000a) has estimated
that while around 78% of rhe population live in urban metropolitan
areas, the renlaining 22%, a surprising 55 million people, still live in
rural districts (Daley and Avant, 2004). So while the proportion of the
total population living in rural areas may have declined considerably
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since 1900, the actual nUillbers living there have nl0re than doubled

and situations in rural places are the same.We do not suppose that rural

(Lohmann and Lohmann, 2005).
While sorne parts of this text may have relevance for practice in
other countries such as Brazil or India, in many places the nlost
pressing welfare priorities for rural populations require interventions
directed towards nl0re fundalllental needs: for clean water, satisfactory
housing, basic health care and education.While religious organisations
may provide sonle rudil11entary services in the countryside, [orulal
social service provision is typically scarce or non-existent, and most
people rely primarily upon their family and inmlecliate community
for support when needed. In such countries, the ptimaty goals for
social action and welfare development may be targeted at the broader
community, but, as this book will make clear, we do not think that it
is necessary to Inake a rigid distinction between social progranllnes
and cOillmunity develop111ent ainled at larger groups and populations,
and personal social services geared towards the particular needs and
problems of individuals and families. Indeed, a key proposition of this
book is that this division, which is most evident in the UK, and can
also been seen in Australia, Canada and the US, can obstruct effective
intervention in rural problen1S.
At the outset, we acknowledge that the idea that there is something
that can be described as rural social work is not one that is universally
accepted or recognised. There is a well-established tradition of rural
social work in the US and the term is widely recognised in Australia
and Canada, but in the UK and on the European mainland it is much
less con1nlonJy used to describe a specific area of practice. This is
largely because the demands and problems of rural practice remain
under- recognised, but it is also a consequence of a number of other
(,ctors. Levels of urbanisation and population density are much higher
in many European countries, and so the needs of rural populations
may be socially and politically margillalised.The fact that the majority
of social work teaching and research is located in urban institutions
111ay also contribute to under-recognition, while in some countries
the prevalling systems of social intervention do not recognise social
work as a clistinctive welfare profession in the first place (Schilde and
Schulte, 2005).
We begin this book with the notion of rural social work as a
descriptive term. That is, one that simply identifies the location and
context of social work practice in rural areas. Frotn a descriptive point
of view, the term 'rural social work' has as much utility as, say, describing
work with children and their carers as child and family social work.
For us, the term 'rural social work' does not mean that all problems

problems can be addressed with one set of methods and approaches, and
we certainly do not propose any overall theOlY about doing rural social
work. Indeed, a central theme of this book is that rural communities
are diverse and the ways in which personal and social problems are
experienced by rural dwellers can vary from one place to another, and,
consequently, may require different responses according to the particular
contexts in which they have arisen. As Fluharty (2002) memorably
conunented smne years ago, 'If you've seen one rural conuTIunity you've
seen ... one rural comlnunity' (cited in Lohn1ann and Lohmann, 2005,
p xxii). Nevertheless, we think the term rural social work has merit
in directing attention to some key questions about how social work
is practised in non-urban areas. For exanlple, is the practice of social
\varkers in rural areas distinctively different frol11 that in urban areas,
and, if not, should it be?
OUf experience frOIll practice and research is that social workers in
rural areas often find that their professional training has not adequately
prepared them for the challenges they face. For example, most discussions
011 professional confidentiality arc premised upon the assumption that
social workers typically work in fonnalised onc-to-one situations in
urban areas and are unlikely to have any other social contact with service
users. In urban areas, the size of the local community and the density
of population usually make it relatively easy to establish and maintain
confidentiality. In contrast, a woman in a rural area who is subj ect to
violence £i.-om her male partner cannot sinlply walk into a wonlcn's
aid centre in a small rural town without wondering whether her visit
will be observed by someone who knows her, and who might make
assunlptions about why she is going there. This is not sinlply an issue
about her desire for privacy, but one that may bear clirectly upon her
safety, as a visit nlight have very risky consequences ifit became known
to her abusive partner. The point is that the risk of further violence
may be exacerbated by the lack of anonymity in a small community,
yet few social work progran1mes devote I110re than cursory attention
to smne of the specifics of rural practice.
If social work policies, practices and training are premised upon the
unwitting and unrecognised assmnption of an urban setting, then the
result will be that S0l11e of the factors that bear upon service provision
and upon personal and social problems in rural areas will be neglected.
Our concern is that while there are some excellent examples of
professional preparation around the world, in general most social work
students will receive little, if any, specific preparation for rural practice.
Consequently, they may arrive in rural posts with little knowledge of
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the existing literature and research and be poorly prepared for their
practice (Locke, 1991). In the absence of well-founded knowledge, they
may feel that they are 'making it up as they go along' (Cheers, 1998).

Introduction
between rural and rcnlote areas. They contend that reluote areas tend
to have distinctively different characteristics because of their distant

locations. H owever, little evidence is adduced to show that there are
sustained and consistent differences between renlote rural districts and

Problems of definition

other rural areas. Nevertheless, there may be merit in descriptively
signalling the facts of distance and isolation and their potential impact

Most texts on [ural social work attempt to get to grips with the question

upon the context of practice with the term 'remote'. For instance.
al though we are not persuaded that a conclusive definition is necessary
or possible, it is important to recognise that in remote areas with small

of what is meant by rural social work, and there are two approaches
that can be taken to this. The first approach, and the one that is most
commonly encountered, is to attempt to define what 'rurality' is. That
is, to defme the rural place or setting.The second approach is to attempt
to define the field of practice. That is, to establish what, if anything, is
distinctive about rural social wo rk.

populations lone or solo working may be commonplace as social work
teanIS may be small or non-existent, and that as a result social workers
may be more likely to practise in a generic or generalist manner.

There are several drawbacks, with these sorts of mono-dimensional
definitions, the most obvious being the validity of the definition

Defining rurality

used. For exanlple. when the size of the conlnlunity is used, there
can be highly contentious debates about w hat size counts as a rural

This approach, which has been widely used in rural sociology and
rural policy, typically attempts to establish a definition of rurality based

community, should it be 2,500 or 10,000 or maybe even 20,000 people?
While a community of2,500 might be termed a rural village in a UK

upon a single dem_ographic criterion such as population density, the

context, because it nlay be located only a few 1uiles away from another
comnlunjry or even a larger town, it 1nay lack 111any of the facil ities
one might find in a sinular-sized comnlunity in say rural Australia or

size of rural settlements, their geographical location or the time that it
takes rural dwellers to travel to work or access public services. Mono-

dimensional definitions, which are widely used by government agencies

Canada. A further difficulty is that while each definition may capture

and researchers, may draw upon existing data sets to 111ap relationships

one aspect of rurality very well, each one ignores other dimensions that
may be nlore significant in particular situations.Thus,a definition based
upon geographical remoteness would not take into account the size of a
comlnunity or the opportunities for regular enlployment, yet it may be
these features ofa particular village or small town that itnpact most upon

between particular demographic features and data on a range of social
indexes of hea1th , welfare, inco111e, crime, educational attainment,
enlploym_e nt and so on. Certainly, it seenlS a reasonable contention to
suggest that some aspects ofsocial work practice in the remoter Scottish

islands may be rath er different from those in a large city like Glasgow,
or that workers practising in the northern areas of Canada, where

there are few roads and where travel may necessitate lengthy journeys
o r even air travel , face sonIe different issues than those working in a

metropolitan area like Toronto. The advantages of using a single clear
criterion seenl obvious. It appears to allow clear generalisatio ns and

statements to be made about rural places, rural problems and l'0tential
solutions. There are also what might be termed residual definitions,
such as the one formerly used by the US Census Bureau (2000a) (see
also www. nysdot.gov/divisions/policy-and-strategy/ darb I dai-unitl
ttssl repository l ua_2k. pdf and www.rupri.org/ dataresearchviewer.
php?id=38 or www.census.org), where rural is everything that is not
othetw ise defined as urban or metropolitan.
There are extensive technical debates about the Jneries of different
sorts of definition and some writers have also attempted to distinguish
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the life chances and the problems faced by its inhabitants. Furthermore,
the experience of life in such places may differ greatly according to
the prevailing political climate in terms of the degree of econom.ic
and social support g iven to a particular conullunity. Unsurprisingly,
some writers o n rurali ty often conc1ude that the existing definitions

are inadequate and that perhaps a 'compound definition' (Halt1cree,
1993), maybe one that combines two or Illore of these criteria, should
be established (Olaveson et aI, 2004). One example of a compound
definition reported by Olaveson and her colleagues is that of Cleland
(1995) who devised a complex index for the US that measured rurality
on 11 dirrlensions and arrived at an overall rating from zero (least rural)

to 19 (most rural). However, they noted that when 'applied to each
state, it creates an unusual flIeasure of degree of rurality for sonIC states

'" Wyoming the most sparsely populated state, scores a 3' (Olaveson
et aI, 2004, p 15). Of co mse, it is possible that an index like this would
ix
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be much more representative of people's perceptions of rurality if it
were applied to somewhat smaller areas.
Another difficulty in attempting to establish mutually exclusive
defmitions that allow clear-cut statelnents about whether an area is

either rural or urban is that such either/ or categorisations do not
capture the complexity and variability of rural communities.We agree
with Ginsberg, who in reference to the work of Coward et al (1994) ,
contended that 'scholarship on rural areas is sometimes impeded by
efforts to create dichotomies as ways of understanding the differences
between rural and nonrural areas' (1998, p 6). In our view, attempts
at definitive demarcation are unhelpful because they presuppose that
there is some enduring essential or intrinsic feature of ,rurality' that
can be found in all rural comIllunities. Whereas, as we will argue
throughout this book, the diversity of rural areas, together with the
crucial importance of how variably people may subjectively experience
the place and their position within the COIl1111Ulllty, flukes such
suppositi o ns difficult to sustain. Attempts at definitive categorisa tion,
which presume that there are smue homogeneous features of rural life

Introduction

we are appreciative of Martinez-Brawley's attempt to 'transcend the

classic debate' (2000, p xx) about defming rurality, which led her to use,
instead, the term 'small conununities'.We also wish to move beyond a
discussion of the demographics of rural life into a broader appreciation
of the social dynamics of rural life. Nonetheless, we think that rural
workers should fanuliarise themselves with the sorts of defllutional
criteria that are being used in their localities, if only to challenge and
problematise them.

Defining the practice
T he second approach is much less CCOUTIon and is often not explicitly
stated in terms of a definitional issue, but it centres on the question:'In
what ways is rural social work different fronl urban practice?' Locke

and Winship (2005) suggest that there are five recurrent and significant
themes in the literature on rural practice:

Generalist practi ce - that is, being 'skilled

111

working with

invariably signalled by the distinction, are often contradicted by the
direct and detailed knowledge that social workers gain from working
with diverse individuals and groups, people whose position within

individuals, fanlilies, small groups, organizations and communities'

their communities 111ay not be easily subsu111ed under the broader
definition . Furthermore, policies and practices based upon assumptions

Brown was calling for rural workers to embrace both casework and
conullunity work.
External relations - th at is , relations with significant people outside
of the inUllediate issu e, such as local politicians and ocher influ e ntial
actors.
C ultural influences - sensitiv ity to the particularities of local rural
cultures as ,-"ell as to the needs of 111inority groups.
Desirable characteristics of workers - th ese include a visible

of sameness/similarity can lead to inappropriate provision that neglects
the needs of some people, especially those from minority groups.
Implicit in many definitions is the idea that something changes about
the way conlmunities work and how people live within them as one

moves across the definitional boundary marker.Thus, the marker of size
or distance is also regarded as a reliable indicator of social characteristics.
While we may have subjectively experienced such changes, there are
considerable difficulties in deciding objectively where precisely to draw

(Locke and Winslup, 2005, p 6).
Conu11unity development - they note that as early as 1933 Josephine

conmutment to the 10c:>1 community and the capacity to work
without much professional support.

the lines of definition in terms of size or clistance. It seems presurnptuous

to try to 'fix' rurality in these ways without clear evidence that the
dynamics of rural life vary reliably as one moves to a larger or smaller
place, or nearer or further away from a large centre of population .
Our view is not that definitions are irrelevant or uninlporrant. Indeed,
th ey may be extremely signiflcant when politicians, government and
fundin g bodies are making decisions about resources and service

priorities. Our reservation is that not only do they tend to aggregate
some very variable aspects of rurality, but they also direct attention away
from other fundamentally important aspects of rural life. Therefore,

Tn contrast to this theillatic approach there have been a nun1ber of

empirical studies in Australia and the US that have tried to establish
w heth er rural work is differe nt. Some have compared ru ral practice

with that employed in urban areas and have generally concluded that
there is little difference between rural and urban practice (Grant,
1984; Whitaker, 1986; Puckett and Frederico, 1992;York et ai, 1998).
Nonetheless, because most of these studies have predominantly focused
upon existing patterns of service provision rather than upon the

existence of, or need for, parti cular skills, they are unlikely to show
significant differences. Indeed, as we have noted elsewhere:

x
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Descriptive cOln parative studies such as these are unlikely to
show lllajor rural-urban differences because they are based

\vith knowledge o f the social dynamics of rural conullunities. The
most obvious feature of these dynamics is the more personalised basis

upon current work practices which are largely determined

of formal relationships in rural areas and the need to be aware of the

by prevailing social care structures, practitioners' world

w ide social networks that exist in small C0111mllluties. In l11any small
COnll11Unities, it is often possible to know nlost other people within
them, either directly or indirectly, and this creates SQIne fascinating

views, and paradigms emphasised in mainstream professional
Literature and education programs .... D escriptive studies
miss the heart of the Inatter ... they treat practitioners as if

they float free of their social contexts. T his may work for
111ll ch of urban practice \vhere practitioners spend their

working hours dealing with people w ho they w ill never
come across in other roles . B ut the ass l11llption does not

hold where they live in the same small community as their
clients. Social care practice is not merely influenced by the

dilemmas for workers and clients who may find it difficult to keep a
clear separation between their professional role and their personal life.
H owever, even these dynanlics are not exclusive as they 1nay also occur
in some urban areas. For instance, neighbourhood workers, especially

those working in encapsulated areas like publi c housing projects or
districts that are partially isolated from the larger urban area by virtue
of th eir geographical location, perhaps separated by a river or railway

rural context - practice and practitioners are integral parts

line, have reported sinular dilemmas. Furthennore, w hen such issues

of that context. (Cheers, 1998, p 220)

do arise in urba n practice they may not be fully recognised, reported

The problem may be that existing studies have looked at the wrong
sorts of things (Locke, 1991). Unsurprisingly, studies into the ways in
w hich services are provided in rural areas tend to find service patterns
that replicate the assumptions and structures found elsewhere in social

wo rk practice. Perhaps more attention should be paid to what individual
social workers actually do, but as even their daily practices are likely

or researched.
The second itnportant point to note is that while studies that have

specifically sought to examine possible differen ces between urban and
rural practice have not fo und conclusive differences, this may well be
the result of looking simply at the services that are provided rather
than asking whether these are what is required. That is, if urbanist

et al (2000, cited in Lohmann and Lohmann, 2005) found that most

assUlllptions about service provision are simply enacted in the design
and planning of rural services, it is not surprising that elllpirical
investigation reveals few differences. T he question nlight be better
framed as not 'In what way are servi ces different?', but rather 'To what

rural workers thought that there were sOlne distinctive characteristics

extent should they be different?' (Cheers, 1998).

of rllIal communities that impacted o n their work. The features they
noted included extensive networks oflocal knowledge, a suspicion of

To sunmurise, our position is th;]t fUr;]] sociaJ work is a term that
usefully identifies a set of issues and concerns around social work
practice in non-urban areas. H owever, it does not iden tify an exclusive

to reAect broader organisational factors, this ap proach may not prove
distinctive eith er. Interestingly, a non-comparative study by GU111pert

outsiders and a slower pace of work with clients.

We need to develop our kilOwledge of the ways in which rural

set of characteristics that can only be found in rural areas, though we do

workers filay modify their practice or Illanage other nlo re personal
aspects of their lives. T hus, the second point in this quotation about
social context is crucial, for it is tIus aspect of rural work that seenlS

to be most signifi cant in identitying what might be different about

think that there are some features that are more conullo nly encountered
there. Practical experience of rural social work encourages practitioners
to look again at questions of context, and it is this appreciation of
the social dimensions of local practice that is often nlore consciously

(ural practice. It raises a nUlnber of interesting questions about how

acknowledged than is the case in urban practice. Indeed, rural social

rural workers, especially those who live and work in the same place,
manage issues about confidentiality, personal safety, their work and
their social lives, and how they relate to the wider cOlnmunity as well
as how it relates to them.
There may be few, if any, social work skills that are unique to rural
contexts, but we think that there are reasonable grounds for supposing
that workers may need to apply their skills differently and to do so

work has an inlportant role in reminding 'mainstreanl' practice of
something that is often overl ooked, but always renlains evident to
those \\Tho work in rural areas: specifically, that social context and the
dynalllics of C0111mllnities n1atter. 'U ltimately, the sorts of questions
and issues that interest rural practitioners also have relevance for social
work practice in other locations.
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Appreciating rural contexts and rural problems

Introduaion
with the growth in disposable incoll1es and leisure time ..
as an urban playspace .... What seen1S to be less conUTIon in

We have already noted that one difficulty with the attempl' to define

Europe and more widespread in popular culture in North

rural is that they tend to assume some enduring or essential features

America is the representation of rurali ty in terms of 110tions

of rurality that may not actually exist. Thus, all writers on rurality

of ruggedness, individuality and pioneering spirit .... Thus,

are faced with the question of how to write about son1e of the Inore

the idealised historical representation is not so much a

common features of rural life without presenting these things as if

picture of the countryside as a place of origin, of peace
and stability, but is one featuring the hardships and hazards
endured, and of nature tamed. (Pugh, 2001, p 44)

they were universal characteristics. While most social work texts on

rurality acknowledge some of the technical problems of definition, and
clearly recognise the political and service consequences that can follow

from different sorts of definition, they do not seem to recognise the
sociological significance of this problem of definition.This 'slipperiness'
of definition is a direct consequence of the fact that there are many
different ways of understanding and representing rurality and these ways
of seeing and understanding the counrryside do not solely arise from
objective and empirical 'facts'. Indeed, Murdoch and Pratt have warned
that 'we should be extremely WaLY of attempts to definitively define
the rural ... [because any defmitionJ is saturated w ith assumptions
and presuppositions' (1997, P 56). The point is that all definitions are
socially constructed and so will vary according to the perceptions and

Different sorts of representations of rurality are ilnportant because

they may have a wider significance in terms of ideas abou t how the
countryside should be used, about who lives there and about how
rural life should be lived. These ideas can have a powetful symbolic
and political significance and may be used to make statements about
identity and nationality. For example, Sibley has pointed out that in
England the countryside is seen by some people as having a 'sacfl!d'
quality that is the essence or heart ofEnglishness, a quality that at various
times is seen as being threatened and' endangered by the transgressions

of discrepant minorities' (1997, P 219) such as the urban working
class, gypsies, migrant workers and so on. Writing about the sorts of

positions of those who construct thenl.
I t is crucial tha t social workers recognise that the ideas we have

assumptions that are made about First Nation conullunities in Canada,

about the countryside may be shaped and influenced by a wide range

Dickson-Gilmore and La Prairie make the point that:

of assumptions and even idealisations about rurality. Some of these

ideas may have a long history. For example, when Marx and Engels
in the 1870s (1972) saw the countryside as a place of oppression,

Aboriginal cOlllffiunities are too often viewed as the
romanticized last bastions of 'noble savages' or as deeply

ignorance and poverty and, consequently, we1comed the urbanising
effects of capitalism, they were not alone in representing rural life as

need of the benevolent aid of outsiders. These extremes

being backward, basic and uncultured . Indeed, the assulllption of the
superiority of city life is still evident in the contemporary usage of

deny and distort reality. (Dickson-Gilmore and La Prairie,
2005, p 228)

impoverished, highly dysfunctional entities in desperate

the words 'urbane' and 'rustic', which imply that those w ho live in

rural areas have somehow been left behind and are socially isolated
fi'om the wider society. In nlany industrialised countries there ITIay be
alTIbiguous o r even conflicting ideas of rurality and rural life. In an
earlier text we noted that:
there are multiple idealisations within countries as well
as considerable variations between different countries. In

much of Europe the countryside is often seen as a largely
unchanged and unchanging place, an unspoiled pastoral
landscape dotted with quiet rural communities. A place of
family origin before urbanisation ... [and] more recently
xiv

The point is that idealisations do not accurately represent social
realities. When idealisations are used to proflIote a sense of belonging
or nationality, or even when it is assumed that rural conulluniti es are
essentially groupings of similar peopl e, or at least groupings who share
a corrunon worldview and common norms, it is less likely that other

aspects of social differentiation will be recognised and appreciated. In
fact, the apparent hOlllogeneity of rural conu11unities is often contrasted
\~'ith the lTIOre obvious diversity of urban areas to nuke a point about
social cohesiveness. One result is that the recognition of forms of
discrinlination, such as racisffi and hOll1ophobia, is lTIuch less likely to
occur if idealisations of rural cOlnmmuties ignore [hese forms of social

xv
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difference in the first place. Furthe rtl1ore, the comparative 'invisibility'
of some problems alTIong dispersed and remote corrununities, such as

family violence, poverty and drugs, may lead to the conclusion that
these problems are largely urban issues. Clearly, if people's perceptions
are that there are no black or other ethnic minorities living lo cally, or,
alternatively, 110 violent abusers or substance misllscrs, then it follows

Introduction

experienced as being an exposed and risky position, but we should
not assume that this is so for all those who may be thus identified. The
dynamics of small communities, which can certainly heighten feelings
ofisolation and vulnerability, can also permit different and more positive
sorts ofJocal response and adaptation. Moreover, the political context

without assuming that these thin gs arc universally the case, there are

with in which rurality is cons tru cted can also have a significant bearing
on how the wider society responds to rural problems. For example,
in countries where urbanisation is a nlore recent phenomenon and
where lllany people have more recent rural origins there may be a
111uch more synlpathetic appreciation of th e needs of rural COtlUllt1l1ities

six features that have been widely noted in the rural literature:

and their people. Seen in this more sociological way, the rural context

for many of them that there cannot be a local need or local problem.
So, to rcturn to the point about what sorts of generalisations we
might be able to make about rurality in relation to rural social work,

in which rural social work is under taken becoll1es a £lscinating place.

the existence and needs of some rural dwellers tend to be
unrecognised or are understated;

rural populations are typically under-served by welfare services;
rural infrastructures are weaker, that is the availability or presence of
other services slIch as affordable housing, effective transport systems
and so on is reduced;
• employment opportunities are restricted, either because of the rural

location and/ o r the changing rural labour market;
• pove rty and poorer life chances are lnore common in the most ruraJ
areas;
rural services generally cost much more to deliver.

The countryside, far from being a separate dimension of social life, can
be seen to have a complex relatio nship with the wider society. Most
important, it helps us to understa nd how the idealisation of the 'rural'
impacts upon our perceptions of social problems, upon our ideas of

who 'belongs' in the countryside and, ultimately, upon whose needs
are recognised.

The content and structure of the boo I<
Three core themes run throughout this book. The first is the
recognition of the diversity of rural contexts and rural hves.The second
theme is the contention that successful rural practice requires a sound

Much of the literature makes the point that rural problems are often
similar to those found in urban areas but notes that these problems

may be experienced differently because of the rural location. For

appreciation of local context. The third theme is that this diversity
plus the contextual knowledge of particular places and communities
logically leads to a rejection of any 'one size fits all' solution.Thus, not

instance, Rollinson and Pardeck in a review of rural hOlnelessness

only do we reject the implicit urbanist assunlptions that underpin some

in the US (2006) noted that £1nlily violence appeared to be much

approaches to practice, but we also contend that no rigid distinction
in practice should be made between personal social services and more
conull11nity-focused interventions. Although welt:1re services in sonle
cou ntries may organisationally distinguish between the two broad
approaches to practice, we think that tllis is an unhelpful separation

more commonly reported in rural than urban hOlnelessness. Many
of these features interact with each other, and it is often the case that

problems in rural areas are exacerbated by the fact that rural dwellers
may have fewer public and private resources available to deal with their
problems. Unsurprisingly, rural people often appear to have relatively
low expectations of welfare services in the first place. Additionally,
some individuals and groups may experience systematic neglect, while
others suffer from institutionalised racism in their contacts with human
serVIce agencIes.

which unnecessarily restricts the range of possible interventions.

This book is divided into two parts. Part One, entitled 'The
experience of rurahty', has five chapters tha t establish the general
con text of rural social work and review the experiences of minority
individuals and groups in fura l areas and the sorts of service responses

Throughout this book we wish to persuade readers of the complexity

that have been made to them. C hapter 5, the final chapter in tllis section,

and variabi1i.ty of lived experience and so avoid making any simplistic

summar ises and reviews SOllle of the general problems and possibilities

assumptions about what other peopl e's lives are like. ru we shall see
later, for example, being black or gay in the countryside may welJ be

of rural practice. Part Two of the book is entitled 'Developing rural
practice'. Chapters 6 and 7 set o ut two broad approaches to developing
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and providing rural social services, focusing first upon the delivery
of personal social services and then addressing COlTIlllunity-oriented
approaches. We have presented these approaches separately for clarity
although our view is that, in practice, rural social workers may need to
use a range of interventions fron1 casework to community developnlent.
C hapter 8 then reviews the education and training, recruitment and
retention of rural practitioners. The book ends with a short conclusion
that surmnarises the 1113111 themes of the book and offers sonlC pointers
for developments in education, research and practice.
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